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Oakland, California 

Alameda County Department of Environmental Health 
Case RO0003187 

 
Advantage Environmental Consultants, LLC has prepared this Soil Management Plan (SMP) for the 
above referenced property which is being submitted to the Alameda County Department of 
Environmental Health for review and approval.  This report was completed in accordance with the 
standards of care exercised by environmental professionals in the industry. 
 
PROJECT MANAGER CERTIFICATION 

 
I certify that the information contained in or included with this submittal is accurate and 
complete.  This submittal and all attachments were prepared at my direction and in accordance 
with protocols designed to assure that qualified personnel gathered and evaluated the 
information submitted in accordance with the standards of care exercised by environmental 
professionals in the industry. 

  
 ________________________ 
 Daniel Weis, R.E.H.S. 
 Branch Manager 
  
 WORK PROGRAM CERTIFICATION 
 

This report presents the technical approach of AEC to conduct soil management activities at 
proposed development project located at 585 22nd Street in Oakland, California.  This report has 
been completed in accordance with the standards of care exercised by environmental 
professionals in the industry. 
 

 
________________________ 
Eric Cathcart, MS, PG 
Senior Geologist 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This Soil Management Plan (SMP) has been prepared by Advantage Environmental 
Consultants, LLC (AEC) on behalf of 585 22nd Street, LLC for work to be completed as part of 
development activities for the proposed residential housing project located at 585 22nd Street in 
the City of Oakland, California (i.e. Site).  The guidelines presented herein to provide technical 
and procedural steps to assist in achieving best practice environmental management for the 
grading and displacement of Site soils during construction.  In addition, this plan discusses the 
planned installation and operations and maintenance (O&M) of a vapor barrier to be installed in 
two future elevator pit/shaft areas to prevent any residual volatile organic compounds (VOCs) at 
the Site from venting into such shaft areas.  The guidelines have also been designed to assist 
with decision-making and provide greater certainty to construction contractors, local 
governments and the community for development of the SMP for the construction activities 
required for the project.   
 
1.1 Project Location and Description 
 
The Site is comprised of an approximately 23,000 square foot (0.53-acre) area located at the 
physical addresses of 600 21st Street, 572 21st Street and 585 22nd Street.  The Site is further 
identified by Alameda County Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 008-0647-014, 008-0647-013 and 
008-0647-028-04.  The current land uses at the Site are as follows: 
 

 600 21st Street - Historical house to be relocated. 
 

 572 21st Street – Six-unit apartment building and historical house to be relocated 
 

 585 22nd Street – Asphalt paved lot 
 
A Vicinity Map depicting the general location of the Site is included as Figure 1.  An aerial 
photograph of the Site is included as Figure 2. 
 
Site development will require conventional grading (removal and recompaction of soil) to depths 
that are yet to be determined, but are expected to be less than five feet from existing grades.  
Following the completion of grading activities, there will be a reported 2,615 cubic yards of soil 
exported from the Site.  Such soil will be derived from preparing subgrade for the future 
structural slab, footing excavations, excavations for future automobile stacker systems and 
excavations for future elevators and other utility vaults.  Site development plans will include a 
residential development constructed on a concrete slab-on-grade foundation system.  There will 
be 78 residential units constructed at the Site.  None of the residential units will be located on 
the ground floor of the future structure.  The ground floor of the future structure will include 
parking areas, utility/mechanical rooms and enclosures, storage rooms, trash enclosures, 
bicycle lockers a lobby and a leasing area/lounge.  The three above referenced parcels will be 
merged into one single parcel (parcel number yet to be determined) prior to the start of 
construction.  The future physical address of the development will be 570 21st Street.  The two 
historical houses at 572 21st Street and 600 21st Street will be relocated to the adjacent 
property located at 610 21st prior to the start of construction of the 78 unit apartment building.   
 
The future Site building will consist of four stories of wood frame construction over a 15 foot 
high ground floor concrete podium with a total building height of 55 feet.  This is typically 
categorized as Type 5 construction over a podium.  The ground floor podium will accommodate 
parking stalls, ground floor elevator entrances, lobbies and other common area spaces.  The 
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podium area is ventilated with an exhaust fan that takes air from the podium and exhausts it in a 
vent on the roof.  The elevator pits/shafts will require excavation to 5 feet 9 inches and as stated 
previously, will be lined with a vapor barrier to prevent any residual VOCs at the Site from 
venting into the shafts. The project will be parked with 78 parking stalls configured in 26 
stackers of three stalls each with the bottom three stalls of each stacker requiring pits to a depth 
of 5 feet 9 inches.  A copy of the Site demolition plan and grading plan is included as Appendix 
A of this SMP. 
 
1.2 Previous/Recent Assessment Work 
 
AEC completed the following prior environmental documents pertaining to the Site, all which are 
in the possession of the Alameda County Department of Environmental Health (ACDEH): 
 

 Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, 585 22nd Street, Oakland, California dated 
August 13, 2015 
 

 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, 585 22nd Street, Oakland, California dated 
August 14, 2015 
 

 Site Investigation Report, 585 22nd Street, Oakland, California - Alameda County 
Department of Environmental Health Case RO0003187 dated February 17, 2016 

 
During the course of the completion of the August 2015 Phase I ESA, it was revealed that the 
585 22nd Street portion of the Site was occupied by an engraving/plating facility/business which 
reportedly ceased operations in the late 1970s to early 1980s.  In addition, AEC corresponded 
with ACDEH regarding a former leaking underground storage tank (LUST) case that was 
associated with this portion of the Site and previously closed under commercial land use.  The 
572 21st Street and 600 21st Street portions of the Site were historical utilized for residential 
purposes and have sustained no land uses of potential environmental concern. 
 
The LUST case pertained to the removal of a former underground storage tank (UST) that was 
previously operated by the United States Postal Service for the fueling of their delivery trucks.  
The Site reportedly started being used by the USPS in the early to mid-1980s.  AEC was 
informed by ACDEH that if a change in land use of the Site from commercial to residential is 
proposed, that ACDEH would expect the Site owner, development proponent or other party to 
voluntarily work with the Department to have them review and approve the proposed change in 
land use relative to subsurface environmental conditions, and in particular related to potential 
vapor intrusion/human health risk based concerns that were not commonly evaluated during the 
closure of older LUST cases.  As a result, a Voluntary Remedial Action Agreement was 
executed between 585 22nd Street, LLC and the ACDEH on September 25, 2015 and a Work 
Plan for Supplemental Investigation dated October 13, 2015 was submitted to the ACDEH for 
review.  The primary objective of the Work Plan was to develop a program to further investigate 
the presence and spatial distribution of VOCs in vadose zone soil gas at the Site, and utilizing 
the data obtained, conduct an evaluation of the human health risks associated with potential soil 
gas exposures and vapor intrusion for the planned development.  Additional soil sampling and 
analysis was also proposed to rule out various contaminants of potential concern at the Site. 
 
The two phases of subsurface assessment at the Site conducted by AEC included the drilling of 
multiple soil borings and the sampling of soil, soil gas and groundwater.  Conclusions of the 
assessments were as follows: 
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 VOCs, asbestos and metals were not considered to be contaminants of concern in soil 
at the Site.   
 

 VOCs were not considered to be contaminants of concern in groundwater at the Site. 
 

 VOC detections in soil gas were not considered to be significant relative to the users of 
the future planned Site development.   
 

 No further action at the Site was considered to be warranted. 
 
AEC and 585 22nd Street, LLC are currently in the process of working with ACDEH to finalize 
the closure process for the Site.  One of the conditions of closure for the Site is the preparation 
and submittal of this SMP. 
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2.0 SITE PHYSICAL SETTING 
 
2.1 Topography 
 
According to the United States Geologic Survey topographic map for the Oakland West, 
California 7.5 minute quadrangle (1997), the Site is shown as being relatively level and located 
at an elevation of approximately 25 feet above mean sea level.  Regional topography is shown 
as sloping to the south and southeast.  No structures are depicted on-Site on the map.  
However, the Site and its adjacent properties are situated in an area that is shaded grey, 
indicating dense development.  Streets/roadways bordering the Site are shown in their current 
configuration.  Figure 1 (Vicinity Map) is a reproduction of the USGS topographic map.   
 
2.2 Geology 
 
The Site is situated in the Coast Ranges Geomorphic Province; one of 11 physiographic 
provinces in California recognized by defining features based on geology, faults, topography, 
and climate.  The Coast Ranges are comprised of a series of long, northwest-trending mountain 
ranges separated by valleys, generally subparallel to faults of the San Andreas Fault system, 
which were created by extensive folding and faulting during a mountain-building episode 
beginning in the late Pliocene and culminating in the mid-Pleistocene.  Summit elevations 
average between 2,000 to 4,000 feet above mean sea level (msl), with the highest elevation 
located in the northern part of the province (Solomon Peak) at approximately 8,000 feet above 
msl.  The Coast Ranges province is also composed of thick Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
sedimentary strata.  The Coast Ranges province is bound on the north by the Oregon state line, 
on the east by the South Fork Mountain and Coast Range thrusts bordering the Klamath 
Mountains and Great Valley provinces, on the south by the Santa Ynez fault and Transverse 
Ranges province, and on the west by the continental borderland.  The area is seismically active, 
including the San Andreas fault which extends 600 miles from the north at Point Arena beyond 
the Coast Ranges to the south to the Gulf of California.  More specifically, the Site is located in 
the central portion of the Coast Ranges province east of the San Francisco Bay.  According to 
geologic map sources, the Site appears to be underlain by Quaternary older alluvium deposits.  
These deposits are characterized by partially consolidated sand, gravel, and clay.  Artificial fill 
material is also present beneath the Site in the area of the former underground storage tank 
(UST). 
 
2.3 Hydrology / Hydrogeology 
 
According to the California Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Region (SF-
RWQCB, 1995), the Site is situated within the East Bay Plain groundwater sub-basin of the 
Santa Clara Valley groundwater basin.  Groundwater within the East Bay Plain sub-basin is 
listed with existing beneficial use designations for municipal, industrial, process supply, and 
agricultural purposes.  Static groundwater beneath the Site is anticipated to be present at 
depths of 15 feet bgs or greater with an anticipated flow direct in a south to southeasterly 
direction.  Groundwater will not be encountered during the proposed construction activities.  As 
such, there are no provisions for groundwater management included in this plan. 
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3.0 SOIL MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
 
3.1 Primary Plan Objective and Specific Goals 
 
The primary objective of this SMP is to support the uninterrupted construction at the Site while 
properly grading, excavating, handling, stockpiling, on-Site reuse or off-Site export of soil from 
areas planned for excavation and to discuss the planned installation and O&M of a vapor barrier 
to be installed in two future elevator pit/shaft areas to prevent any residual VOCs at the Site 
from venting into such shaft areas.  This SMP also provides contingency protocols for the 
following: 
 

 Off-Site disposal of contaminated soil in the unlikely event such soil is discovered in 
previously unassessed areas at the Site. 

 
 A provision for off-Site assessment if impacts are discovered along Site boundaries, 

particularly in the northwestern area of the Site which is adjacent to a residential 
condominium complex and is the former location of the process area of the former 
engraving/plating facility/business that operated at the Site. 

 
In addition, this SMP assists with the following: 
 

 Facilitates construction operations and the project schedule by planning soil 
management in advance. 

 
 Provides for soil management and disposal option in compliance with federal, state 

and/or local requirements, while minimizing liability. 
 

 Establishes consistent guidelines for managing soil based upon constituent content. 
 
 Minimizes handling and movement of soil. 

 
 Affirms the protection of human health during the excavation activities.  

 
 Ensures that proper waste characterization and management activities are conducted 

during Site work. 
 
A pre-construction conference will be conducted at the Site prior to the start of work.  
Representatives from trades related to the excavation of soil and management of soil stockpiles 
shall attend the conference, along with City or ACDEH staff (at their discretion). 
 
3.2 General Approach and Methodology 
 
As stated previously, Site development will require conventional grading (removal and 
recompaction of soil) to depths that are yet to be determined, but are expected to be less than 
five feet from existing grades.  Following the completion of grading activities, there will be a 
reported 2,615 cubic yards of soil exported from the Site.  Such soil will be derived from 
preparing subgrade for the future structural slab, footing excavations, excavations for future 
automobile stacker systems and excavations for future elevators and other utility vaults.  
Grading and excavation activities will be conducted utilizing excavators, dozers, loaders and 
other conventional equipment.   
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At this time and based on the analytical data generated at the Site during prior assessment 
work, we expect that all soil to be exported from the Site will be suitable for reuse at receiving 
facilities to be designated by the selected excavation contractor without further sampling, testing 
and evaluation.  Available analytical data pertaining to the Site will be provided by the Site 
owner to the potential receiving facilities.  However, third-parties involved with the review and 
evaluation of analytical data pertaining to the Site will have the ability to complete additional 
sampling and analysis of Site soils at their discretion prior to it being imported to said receiving 
facility or facilities. 
 
However, as a contingency plan, in the unlikely event that discoveries of unforeseen 
contaminated soil are made during the grading and excavation activities, provisions for 
appropriate segregation, sampling and laboratory analysis (discussed in later sections of this 
SMP) will be conducted and are presented herein.  If deemed warranted, the contaminated soil 
would be removed using excavators, backhoes, loaders and/or other conventional equipment 
and placed onto trucks for off-Site disposal (if warranted) under appropriate manifesting 
protocol.  If contaminated soil requires removal from the Site, potential receiving facilities will be 
discussed with the ACDEH in advance of the removal activities.  The criteria for soil being 
further evaluated as potentially impacted during the course of the construction activities is as 
follows: 
 

 Soil that exhibits significant hydrocarbon or other chemical staining and/or odors. 
 

 Soil that contains a significant amount of burned debris or ash. 
 

 Soil that when screened with a photoionization detector (PID) calibrated to 100 parts per 
million (ppm) of isobutylene exhibits a concentration of undifferentiated VOCs of five 
ppm sustained for at least 30 seconds. 

 
Environmental professionals working under the oversight of California Professional Geologists 
will be present as-needed during on-Site grading and excavation activities conducted during the 
course of the project.  Personnel responsible for and involved in the implementation of this SMP 
will be thoroughly knowledgeable and experienced in the various aspects of the work to be 
completed.  This knowledge and experience will include, but not be limited to, familiarity with the 
Site geologic and hydrogeologic conditions, laboratory data review and verification, Site 
physical conditions and access, Site personnel and contacts and Site health and safety rules, 
procedures, and protocols.  AEC Field personnel will have 40-hour Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) training and current 8-hour annual 
refresher training in accordance with 29 Code of Federal Regulations 1910.120 [Title 8 
California Code of Regulations 5192].  Site field work will also be conducted in accordance with 
the Site-specific Worker Health and Safety Plan.  In the unlikely event that soil is confirmed to 
be contaminated during the course of construction activities, a 40-hour Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) trained supervisor will be present on-Site 
during all impacted soil grading operations.  In addition, employees of the excavation contractor 
retained for this project that will be in contact with contaminated soil that is considered to be 
hazardous waste in the State of California (unlikely) will have the proper 40-hour HAZWOPER 
training.  The excavation contractor handling such hazardous soil (if any) will also hold a Class 
A, Engineering Contractor’s license with a Hazardous Substance Removal Certification (HAZ) 
issued by the State of California. 
 
Worker and community health and safety monitoring would also be performed as-needed by 
AEC.  The lead contractor and other consultants on the project, which may include testing and 
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inspection, geotechnical, archeological, etc., may also rely on health and safety related 
monitoring data, although the contractor and other consultants will be ultimately responsible for 
the training and health and safety of their own workers and employees.  If employees of such 
trades will be working in areas of soil that is deemed to be hazardous waste, they would also be 
required to have the proper 40-hour HAZWOPER training. 
 
3.3 Soil Screening and Removal in Areas of Unexpected Impacts 
 
During grading activities conducted during the project, if soil that exhibits significant 
hydrocarbon or other chemical staining and/or odors and/or soil that contains a significant 
amount of burned debris or ash is encountered, AEC will be notified and will mobilize to the Site 
immediately to assess the suspect soil in question.  During such field screening activities, soil 
would also be screened using a PID.  If concentrations of undifferentiated VOCs of five ppm 
sustained for at least 30 seconds are identified, this additional criteria will deem such soil 
potentially contaminated.  Sample field and PID monitoring logs are included in Appendix B of 
this SMP. 
 
In the event that unexpected impacted soils are encountered, AEC would direct the 
grading/excavation contractor to temporarily stockpile such suspect soil for subsequent 
analytical testing.  The ACDEH would be notified immediately upon discovery of soil that is 
suspected to be potentially impacted.  The lateral extent of soil to be stockpiled would be 
defined by AEC staff using PID screening, visual/olfactory observations and/or professional 
judgment but only within the limits of the area of disturbance required for the project.  In 
addition, the vertical extent of excavation of potentially impacted soil would not extend beyond 
that which is required for grading per construction plans for the project.  As such, over 
excavation of soil within the construction footprint for the purposes removing contaminated soil 
(if encountered) would not be conducted unless extraordinary circumstances relative to adverse 
soil conditions are discovered.  Confirmation soil samples would be collected as needed at a 
samples frequency of one sample per 400 square feet of excavation bottom and at 20 foot 
lateral distances along excavation sidewalls. 
 
In the event that any contaminants of potential concern are detected in one or more of the 
confirmation soil samples, such detected concentrations will be compared to San Francisco Bay 
Regional Water Quality Control Board Environmental Screening Levels (ESLs) for a residential 
exposure scenario in areas of elevator pits and for a commercial exposure scenario in the 
remaining areas of the Site.  If there are any exceedences of applicable ESLs in the 
confirmation soil samples, excavation will continue (within the limits of the planned construction 
footprint) until adequate removal is documented by way of the collection and analysis of 
supplemental confirmation soil samples.  In the unlikely event that soil contains one or more 
contaminants of concern above applicable ESLs at a vertical or horizontal limit of the 
construction footprint, the ACDEH will be notified and decisions regarding next steps will be 
made in collaboration with the ACDEH and the project/development team.  
 
Any potentially impacted soil that is stockpiled will be sampled at the following frequency at 
representative locations within the stockpiles and analyzed for appropriate contaminants of 
potential concern as required by the designated landfill facility. 
 

 0 to <500 cubic yards - 4 samples per 100 cubic yards 
 500 to <5,000 cubic yards - 1 additional sample per additional 500 cubic yards 
 5,000 cubic yards or more - 1 additional sample per additional 1,000 cubic yards 
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The location and depth of samples in each stockpile will be documented, as will the locations of 
stockpiles relative to Site boundaries and any sensitive areas (i.e. storm drains, etc.).  
Stockpiles will be protected from storm water run-on by fiber rolls, gravel bags or other 
appropriate methods. Soil stockpiles will be protected from wind erosion by application of water 
and by placing on and covering with plastic sheeting.  Any soil samples obtained during the soil 
management activities will be collected using a stainless-steel hand trowel or auger.  Statistical 
analysis of analytical data set pertaining to soil to be exported from the Site may also be 
conducted in accordance with receiving facility guidelines to include the 80, 90 or 95 percent 
upper confidence limits of the arithmetic mean.  A myriad of analytical tests may be completed 
on any discovered suspect impacted soil as described in Section 3.5 below. 
 
During the course of the soil management activities, construction stakes with pertinent 
information notated on such stakes will be used to designate stockpiles as noticeably non-
impacted from soil that is potentially impacted.  Soil that is noticeably non-impacted will not be 
sampled prior to reuse.  In the event that suspect impacted soil is confirmed to be contaminated 
by way of analytical laboratory testing, it will be considered to be a regulated waste at that time.  
The California Water Code and Titles 23 and 27 of the California Code of Regulations dictate 
that soil with detectable concentrations of hazardous substances or petroleum products are 
considered to be “waste” following excavation.  Any waste is required to be transported to an 
appropriate waste management facility and be treated, stored, or disposed, and/or reused on-
Site or off-Site in accordance with applicable local, state, and federal regulations.  On-Site 
reuses or off-Site reuse of impacted soil at a non-regulated receiving facility is not proposed for 
this project in the event that such soil is discovered.  During the implementation of this SMP, 
any confirmed contaminated soil will be segregated and shipped to regulated receiving facilities.  
All laboratory results of any sampling and analysis conducted during the course of the project 
will be forwarded to the ACDEH for review. 
 
As stated previously in Section 3.1, this SMP provides a provision for off-Site assessment if 
impacts are discovered along Site boundaries, particularly in the northwestern area of the Site 
which is adjacent to a residential condominium complex.  This area is also the former location of 
former location of the process area of the former engraving/plating facility/business that 
operated at the Site.  As a conservative measure, five soil samples (approximately one sample 
per 20 linear feet) will be collected from along the northwestern Site boundary that adjoins the 
neighboring residential condominium complex.  Samples will be collected from vertical depths 
ranging from approximately three to five feet below existing grades depending on the required 
depth of grading in such an area.  Each of the five soil samples will be analyzed for total 
petroleum hydrocarbons (gasoline, diesel and oil ranges) by United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) test Method 8015B, VOCs by United States EPA test method 8260B, 
Title 22 Metals by United States EPA test Methods 6010B/7471A and hexavalent chromium by 
United States EPA test Method 7196 or 7199.  In the event that any contaminants of potential 
concern are detected in one or more of the soil samples, such detected concentrations will be 
compared to ESLs for a residential exposure scenario.  Such laboratory results will be 
forwarded to the ACDEH for review and in the unlikely event that soil conditions indicate that 
hazardous substances have migrated to the western adjoining property, a work plan for off-Site 
assessment will be submitted to the ACDEH under separate cover.  Such additional 
assessment (if deemed warranted) would require an access agreement with the neighboring 
property owners. 
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3.4 Soil Import 
 
Soil import is not proposed for the project.  However, in the unlikely event that import soil is 
deemed warranted at a later time, the general contractor will be responsible for identifying 
suitable import soil for the Site that is free of organic and inorganic contaminants.  When a 
potential source of clean import soil is identified, AEC would be provided with any environmental 
and/or geotechnical related documents pertaining to the property in question that would assist 
AEC in evaluating the historical and current uses of any proposed properties in which import soil 
would be delivered from.  Using contractor provided and supplemental research to be 
completed by AEC (i.e. regulatory and historical research, etc.) analytical testing of the 
proposed import soil would be conducted.  The frequency of sampling and analytical methods to 
be used to evaluate the import soil for use at the Site would be in accordance with the California 
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) Information Advisory for Clean Imported Fill 
Material.  A copy of the DTSC advisory is included as Appendix C of this SMP.  The results of 
AEC’s assessment of potential import sources (if required) will be submitted to the ACDEH for it 
review and approval prior to any import operations commencing.  When suitable sources of 
import soil are identified and approved by the ACDEH, AEC would observe the import 
operations (as-needed) to ensure that no suspect conditions are noted in such soil as it is 
delivered to the Site and placed as fill.   
 
3.5 Analytical Laboratory Methods 
 
A list of analytical laboratory methods to be used (as required) during waste profiling and soil 
management activities during the course of the project is as follows: 
 

 Single element total metal by United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) test 
Method 6010B or 7471A (mercury); 

 Title 22 Metals by EPA test Methods 6010B and 7471A; 
 Single element soluble metal – Soluble Threshold Limit Concentration (STLC); 
 Single element soluble metal – Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP); 
 STLC 17 metals; 
 TCLP 8 metals; 
 Total petroleum hydrocarbons (gasoline, diesel and oil ranges) by EPA test Method 

8015B; 
 VOCs by EPA test Method 8260B; 
 Semi-volatile organic compounds by EPA test Method 8270C; 
 PAHs by EPA test Method 8270C with Select Ion Monitoring; 
 Polychlorinated biphenyls by EPA test Method 8082; and 
 

3.6 Unexpected Discoveries During Soil Management 
 
Due to the uncertainty associated with soil management, especially during grading activities 
completed in urban areas of the San Francisco Bay Area and on properties that have formerly 
housed one or more USTs and have had prior plating shop related activities, potential 
contaminant conditions may vary from what is described in this SMP.  Following discovery of an 
unexpected condition that requires modification to the methods and protocols described in this 
SMP, the ACDEH will be informed and plan amendments will be submitted for review and 
approval. 
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If any undocumented USTs are encountered during the remediation activities, the ACDEH will 
be notified and the UST(s) will be removed under a proper permit and in accordance with 
ACDEH guidelines.  Upon such a discovery, work in the vicinity of the UST(s) will stop, the area 
will be cordoned off with caution tape and the agencies will be notified immediately.  Initial 
contact with the ACDEH regarding any tank related discoveries will be to Ms. Barbara Jakub 
(510.567.6737), the ACDEH staff member who is currently handling “non-inventory” USTs in the 
City of Oakland. 
 
Formal documentation regarding the abandonment of the former groundwater monitoring well 
that was present at the Site was not noted in ACDEH files.  As such, the potential exists for this 
former well to be encountered during Site grading activities.  In such an event, a permit for the 
proper destruction of the well would be procured with the Alameda County Public Works Agency 
and the well would be subsequently destroyed under said permit.  If said well is encountered, it 
would be destroyed using conventional drilling equipment (hollow-stem auger drill rig) and 
appropriate backfill materials.  Documentation of the well destruction would be provided to both 
the Alameda County Public Works Agency and the ACDEH.  
 
3.7 Record Keeping 
 
3.7.1 Chain-Of-Custody and Sample Tracking 
 
Chain-of-custody procedures will be followed to establish a written record of sample handling 
and movement between the Site and the analytical laboratories.  All soil samples will be 
delivered to the analytical laboratories on ice to maintain the samples at a target temperature of 
4°C +/- 2°C.  The chain-of-custodies will contain the following information: 
 

 Project Location; 
 Sample identification number; 
 Date and time of collection; 
 Sample collector's printed name and signature; 
 Sample matrix; 
 Analyses requested; and 
 Signatures of individuals involved in the chain of possession. 

 
3.7.2 Waste Manifesting 
 
Any soil transported to off-Site regulated landfill or treatment facilities will be done so under 
proper manifesting protocol to track the movement of soil from the point of generation to the 
final disposal point.  In the unlikely event that contaminated soil is removed from the Site to 
regulated receiving facilities, it is anticipated to be profiled as a non-hazardous waste.  Such soil 
would be tracked under a non-hazardous waste manifest.  In the highly unlikely event that 
hazardous waste is identified at the Site, such soil would be removed and tracked via the 
uniform hazardous waste manifest.  The excavation contractor would maintain one copy of all 
waste manifests on-Site and a copy to be submitted to the ACDEH.  All manifests would be 
provided by the designated receiving facilities or transporter subcontractor and would be signed 
by the land owner as generator.   
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3.7.3 Field Reports 
 
In order to provide complete documentation of the fieldwork activities, detailed records will be 
maintained by field personnel.  At a minimum, these records will include the following 
information: 
 

 Site name and address; 
 Date; 
 Name of field log recorder; 
 Team members present on-Site and associated duties; 
 Other persons on-Site (i.e. subcontractors, regulatory personnel, etc.); 
 A brief summary of meeting(s) held at the Site; 
 Weather conditions; 
 Calibration readings for field monitoring equipment (if used); 
 PID readings (if applicable); 
 Maps showing the locations of excavations and descriptions of observations relative to 

such areas; 
 Any other relevant information. 

 
3.7.4 Equipment Decontamination and Calibration 
 
Any non-dedicated sampling equipment will be decontaminated between uses by washing with 
a non-phosphate detergent solution followed by successive rinses in deionized water.  
Disposable field equipment will not be decontaminated but will be placed into plastic trash bags 
for proper disposal.  As stated previously, an organic vapor monitor MiniRAE® 2000 PID or 
equivalent will be used as-needed during the fieldwork activities for the field screening of soil.  
Field instruments used during the field sampling/screening activities will be calibrated at least 
once per day in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines. 
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4.0 VAPOR BARRIER 
 
Although VOC detections in soil gas were not considered to be significant relative to potential 
exposures to the users of the future planned Site development, as a conservative measure and 
at the suggestion of the ACDEH, the developer has elected to install a vapor barrier in the two 
future elevator pit/shaft areas to prevent any residual VOCs at the Site from venting into such 
shaft areas.  The vapor barrier will be installed by Ralph Ray Construction of Moorpark, 
California and will consist of two primary components as follows: 
 

 Viper® Vaporcheck high density polyethylene 
 Tremco® VaporLock-m spray applied compound 

 
Technical information pertaining to the two products as provided by the manufacturers of said 
products are included in Appendix D of this SMP.  Please note that while some of the materials 
provided by Tremco® for the VaporLock-m product focus on its use as a methane gas barrier, 
the product is also commonly used for VOC suppression purposes.  The results of 
permeance/diffusion testing of the VaporLock-m product (also included in the materials 
provided) demonstrate that the membrane is totally impermeable to the VOC tetrachlorothene 
and is only slightly permeable to other VOCs evaluated including benzene, toluene, 
trichloroethene and others. 
 
Also included in Appendix D is an installation related plan/drawing depicting how the product will 
be installed at the elevator pit areas.  The referenced plan/drawing has been included in the 
most recent set of building plans submitted to the City of Oakland and no comments regarding 
said plan/drawing were issued by the City.  Further, the City of Oakland Plan Check Engineer 
confirmed on April 24, 2017 in an email to the project architect that the proposed vapor barrier 
design is approvable with regards to applicable building codes for the project.  A copy of this 
email is also included in Appendix D. 
 
The vapor barrier will be installed under the oversight of a California licensed Civil Engineer as 
follows: 
 

 Russell Nester 
California Professional Engineer (Civil) #26324 
GeoScience Analytical 
608 Hailey Court 
Simi Valley, CA 93065 
805.526.6532 

 
Upon completion of the vapor barrier installation and field inspections, Mr. Nester will issue a 
written certification that the vapor barrier was installed per the building plans and manufactures’ 
specifications.  O&M of the vapor barrier will not require frequency inspections or other 
evaluations.  It will be made known to Site ownership (if the property is sold in the future) and 
property management, that the barriers in the elevator pits areas are not to be disturbed, and in 
the event that future repairs in such areas require the disturbance of the barrier(s), they must be 
repaired and/or reinstalled by a qualified contractor and certified by a California Registered 
Professional Engineer (preferably the parties referenced above in this section).   
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5.0 WORKER HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
As stated previously, no contaminated soil is anticipated to be encountered during the course of 
the project.  Regardless, potential health risks to construction workers and the public resulting 
from the soil management activities will be addressed by developing and implementing a project 
health and safety program.  The general contractor will be responsible for maintaining proper 
health and safety procedures to minimize potential worker and public exposures during the 
course of Site construction activities.  The general contractor will be responsible for providing all 
Site information (including this SMP) to its employees and subcontractors.  A Site specific 
Worker Health and Safety Plan will be prepared for the Site and a Site Health and Safety Officer 
will be designated by the general contractor.  The Site Health and Safety Officer will be present 
on-Site during soil management activities to oversee implementation of the health and safety 
plan.  The Site Health and Safety Officer will also have authority to direct and stop construction 
activities to maintain compliance with the health and safety plan. 
 
The purpose of the health and safety plan will be to establish procedures to address potential 
chemical and physical hazards to field personnel and off-Site receptors that may result from soil 
management activities conducted at the Site.  The plan will include numerous components 
including general health and safety requirements, establishment of work zone controls, 
conducting health and safety meetings, use of proper personal protective equipment, personal 
hygiene guidelines, equipment decontamination procedures and emergency response 
procedures.  The general contractor will be responsible for verifying that project personnel have 
read and will comply with the procedures established in the health and safety plan.  A copy of 
the plan will be kept on-Site at all times and will be reviewed and updated as necessary during 
implementation of the soil management activities.  Before demolition and earthwork activities 
begin at the Site, a pre-construction meeting will be held on-Site with AEC, the general 
contractor and its subcontractors who will be displacing soil during the course of the project to 
review this SMP and the worker health and safety plan.   
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6.0 COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
The implementation of the SMP will be conducted in a manner that will promote a safe work 
environment relative to the public by reducing the potential for community exposures to potential 
hazards and nuisances from the work required for the project.  The protection of human and 
public health during the course of the project is of the utmost importance.  There are no 
significant public health hazards and exposure pathways expected to result from the 
forthcoming construction work.  However, for contingency related purposes, potential public 
hazards and exposures resulting from vapors, dust, noise and physical hazards are evaluated 
herein as there is always that potential for previously unforeseen conditions to arise during the 
course of construction project. 
 
6.1 Identification of Potential Hazards 
 
Exposure to metals in ambient dust and petroleum hydrocarbon vapors (while highly unlikely to 
occur during the project) are discussed herein as potential chemical hazards.  The above 
referenced substances can enter the unprotected body by skin absorption, eye contact and/or 
inadvertent ingestion.  Chemical exposures are generally divided into two categories: acute and 
chronic.  Symptoms resulting from an acute exposure usually occur during or shortly after 
exposure to a sufficiently high concentration.  Symptoms resulting from a chronic exposure 
generally occur following prolonged or repeated exposures to lower concentrations.  The 
concentrations required to produce symptoms of exposure depend upon the medium in which 
the compounds occur, the duration of exposure, and the number of exposures. Generally, 
symptoms resulting from an exposure to metal and petroleum hydrocarbon dusts and petroleum 
hydrocarbon vapors include, but are not limited to, irritation of mucous membranes and pharynx, 
nasal perforation, irritation of the eyes and/or skin.   

 
Potential physical hazards to the public associated with soil displacement include explosion, 
fire, electrical shock, and noise exposure. 
 

 Fugitive dust can arise during construction activities.  While contaminated soil is not 
expected to be encountered during the course of the proposed construction activities, 
dust will still require proper suppression and there will be a zero dust policy in force 
during the course of the project. 
 

 Explosions and fires often arise spontaneously. However, they more commonly result 
from activities where an ignition source (such as a spark from equipment) is introduced 
to an explosive or flammable environment.  Workers will use spark resistant equipment 
and tools (when feasible), and fire extinguishers will be made available during the Site 
activities to assist in preventing such a situation. 
 

 Electrical hazards include buried cables which pose a danger of shock or electrocution 
if workers or equipment contact or sever them during site operations.  In accordance 
with State law, Underground Service Alert will be notified at least 48 hours prior to any 
demolition or excavation activities.  A private utility locating company will also likely be 
retained by the general contractor as part of the construction activities. 

 
 Noise hazards can be created by equipment that generates noise in excess of auditory 

capacity thresholds.  Noise in excess human auditory thresholds can result in physical 
damage to the ear. 
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6.2 General Control Methods 
 
Control measures for the potential hazards are as follows: 
 

 Site Security.  To assist in excluding the public from the Site, an exclusion zone (using 
signs, delineators, temporary fencing, caution tape and/or other acceptable methods) 
around areas subject to construction activity will be established.  Perimeter fencing will 
also serve as a barrier to prevent unauthorized entry to the site. 
 

 Vapors.  Engineering and construction practices will be used to reduce vapor emissions 
including covering off-gassing excavations or temporary stockpiles, misting excavations 
or stockpiles with water or other vapor suppressing agents, locating stockpiles away 
from and/or downwind of public receptors and stopping work until mitigation measures 
are in place.  
 

 Dust Control.  Dust control methods will be taken to minimize potential public exposure 
to dust generated as a result of the planned construction activities.  Dust suppression 
measures to be employed include, covering stockpiled soil with 8-mil plastic sheeting, 
reducing the pace of the excavation as required until effective mitigation measures are in 
place, and/or maintaining levels of soil moisture by means of continuous 
moistening/watering.  A source of water will be available on-Site. 
 

 Noise.  Noise is considered to be a potential public nuisance for the project, but not a 
significant community health and safety concern.  As such, noise monitoring is not 
proposed for the project.  The contractor will however make best efforts to minimize 
noise during the course of the project.  Work hours for the project will vary, but are not 
anticipated to occur outside of the days of Monday through Saturday, between 7:00AM 
and 7:00PM. 
 

 Open Excavations.  Any open excavations will be secured from public access by 
placing barricades or fencing at the perimeter of the excavations and securing an open 
excavations (if applicable) at the conclusion of each work shift’s field activities.  In 
accordance with 29 Code of Federal Regulations 1926.652, the walls and faces of 
excavations and trenches over four feet deep will be guarded by a shoring system, 
sloping of the ground, or some other equivalent means, such as trench boxes, shields, 
or other approved movable shoring systems. Trenches less than four feet deep where 
hazardous ground movement is likely will also require protection. Any area to be 
subjected to excavation will be secured with fencing or other appropriate barrier.  The 
barrier will be placed at such a distance from the excavation so as to inhibit viewing in 
the excavation, and thus reduce the potential for public and transient curiosity.  A 
competent person will make daily inspections of trenches and excavations to assure 
adequate slopes, shoring, and bracing, and to check for evidence of potential slides or 
cave-ins.  More frequent inspections may be necessary after a rain event.   
 

 Stockpiled Soil.  Displaced soil will be temporarily stockpiled and covered with 8-mil 
plastic sheeting to reduce the potential for vapor migration, odors and runoff.   

 
6.3 Stormwater Monitoring and Drainage 
 
All construction activities will be conducted in accordance with a project Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan or equivalent document.  Stockpiles will be protected from storm water run-on 
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by fiber rolls, gravel bags, or other appropriate methods.  Soil stockpiles will be protected from 
wind erosion by application of water and by placing on and covering with 8-mil plastic sheeting.   
 
6.4 Air Monitoring 
 
In the unlikely event that soil impacted with petroleum hydrocarbons or other organic 
contaminants is encountered during the construction activities, air monitoring will be performed 
utilizing a hand-held PID and benzene meter to assess potential levels of organic vapors 
possibly resulting from diesel/gasoline vapors releasing from excavated soil.  Fugitive organic 
chemical vapors would be monitored continuously by qualified field personnel along the 
perimeter of the exclusion zone throughout each work day in which such soil were encountered 
and being managed.  All monitoring equipment would be field calibrated on a daily basis 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and will be recorded on an instrument calibration 
log. 
 
AEC does not propose conducting dust monitoring utilizing field instruments during the course 
of the project.  There is a zero dust policy for the project in place and soil will be continuously 
moistened to minimize dust generated during construction activities.  However, in the event that 
impacted soil is identified on-Site during grading activities, dust monitoring by way of the use of 
field instrumentation may be initiated at the discretion of the environmental consultant.  In such 
an event, air will be monitored using Thermo® branded PDR-1000 instruments (or equivalent).  
Action levels for dust in air will vary depending on what contaminant or contaminants of potential 
concern is/are identified.  However, a common conservative action level for total dust within the 
work zone and along property boundaries is 0.050 milligrams per cubic meter.  If dust 
monitoring utilizing field instrumentation is deemed warranted, the ACDEH will be notified and 
action levels will be discussed with the ACDEH prior to the implementation of a monitoring 
program. 
 
The following are action levels to be utilized (if required) during the community health and safety 
related monitoring to be conducted during the course of the project 
 

Instrument or Visual/Olfactory Action Level Action to be Taken 
Undifferentiated VOCs 

>1 ppm for 30 seconds along the perimeter of 
the exclusion zone 

Test the air for the presence of benzene with a 
benzene meter. 

Benzene 
>0.5 ppm benzene with a benzene meter along 

the perimeter of the exclusion zone 

Stop work immediately and increase or modify 
control measures within the work zone/source area 

as needed until suitable benzene levels are 
achieved and sustained. 

Dust 
Any visible dust (pertains primarily to potential 

lead exposure/migration) 
 

0.050 milligrams per cubic meter total dust if 
field instrumentation is utilized (subject to 

change based on consultation with ACDEH) 

Stop work immediately and increase or modify 
control measures within the work zone/source area 

as needed until no visible dust if noted. 

 
The following are additional protocols for the air monitoring and associated mitigating activities: 
 

 Upwind PID and benzene readings could be recorded if potential off-site sources of 
volatile organic compounds are suspected. 
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 The time and range of concentrations and the locations of each instrument reading 
would be recorded. 

 
 The frequency of the readings would be determined by the nature of the construction 

activities conducted on a given day/shift and could be modified at the discretion of the 
site safety manager. 

 
 The location of the point sources of impacted soils will be identified and the generation 

of vapors and/or dust would be minimized using any or all of the methods described in 
this plan. 

 
 A source of water will be kept on-site at all times. 

 
 Dust emissions will be controlled by spraying soil with water to reduce dust emissions, 

and by keeping stockpiles covered as much as possible. 
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7.0 REPORTING 
 
Following completion of Site grading and excavation activities and installation of the vapor 
barrier system in the elevator pit areas, a summary report of such activities will be prepared and 
submitted to the ACDEH.  The report will be signed by a State of California licensed 
Professional Geologist.  If no discoveries of suspect soil are made during the course of 
construction, the documentation will consist of a simple letter stating as such.  If discoveries of 
contaminated soil are made, the summary report will be more comprehensive and would include 
the results of any waste profiling, stockpile and confirmation soil sampling and laboratory 
results, and documentation of the disposition of any contaminated soil that is exported from the 
Site.  The report would also include plans that depict the locations of select soil samples, in 
addition to cross-section diagrams (as-needed), that would demonstrate that contaminated soil 
was adequately removed from the Site.  Other supporting documentation would include copies 
of analytical laboratory reports and chain-of-custody documentation, copies of weight ticket 
reports and manifests from the regulated facilities receiving contaminated soil that is exported 
from the Site, copies of bills of lading for clean soil that is exported from the Site and other 
information as deemed warranted.  The final report (regardless of whether contaminated soil 
discoveries are made or not) will include conclusions and recommendations regarding the Site.  
Further, the final report will include a copy of the certification letter to be provided by the 
California Registered Professional Engineer indicating that that the vapor barrier was installed 
per the building plans and manufactures’ specifications.   
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SITE DEMOLITION AND GRADING PLAN 
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APPENDIX B 

FIELD LOGS 



Notes:

*Other possible content - Calibration readings, meetings summary, sampling IDs/locations, photo log, deviations

Daily Log Advantage Environmental 
Consultants, LLCCompleted By (print/signature):

Project Name: Project No.:

585 22nd Street
Location: Date:
Oakland, CA
Contractor/Subcontractors: Start Time:

Finish Time:

Field Personnel and PPE Meteorological Conditions            



Project Name: 585 22nd Street Onsite Environmental Scientist:
Project Activity:
Location: Oakland, CA
Date: PID Calibration Date:
Wind Direction: PID Calibration Gas:

Time Notes/Observations Time Notes/Observations
7:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m.

7:15 7:15
7:30 7:30
7:45 7:45
8:00 8:00
8:15 8:15
8:30 8:30
8:45 8:45
9:00 9:00
9:15 9:15
9:30 9:30
9:45 9:45

10:00 10:00
10:15 10:15
10:30 10:30
10:45 10:45
11:00 11:00
11:15 11:15
11:30 11:30
11:45 11:45

12:00 p.m. 12:00 p.m.
12:15 12:15
12:30 12:30
12:45 12:45
1:00 1:00
1:15 1:15
1:30 1:30
1:45 1:45
2:00 2:00
2:15 2:15
2:30 2:30
2:45 2:45
3:00 3:00
3:15 3:15
3:30 3:30
3:45 3:45
4:00 4:00
4:15 4:15
4:30 4:30
4:45 4:45
5:00 5:00
5:15 5:15

Advantage Environmental Consultants, LLC
PHOTO-IONIZATION DETECTOR (PID) MONITORING FORM

Excavation Monitoring (soil) Ambient Air Monitoring
 Reading 
in ppm

 Reading 
in ppm
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DTSC CLEAN FILL ADVISORY 











 

 

APPENDIX D 

VAPOR BARRIER INFORMATION 



1

Dan Weis

Subject: FW: 570 21st Street - Sheet A053 vapor barrier mitigation for the elevator shafts.
Attachments: 570 21st_A053.pdf

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Wong, Jing <JFWong@oaklandnet.com> 
Date: Mon, Apr 24, 2017 at 5:32 PM 
Subject: FW: 570 21st Street - SheetA053 
To: Ana Blomeier <ana@studiokda.com> 
Cc: Buddy Williams <buddy@studiokda.com> 

Hi Ana, 

  

The design use as shown on Sheet A053 is approvable with regards to the codes applicable in the 2013 CBC.  

  

Thank you, 

  

Jing Wong, P.E. 

Plan Check Engineer 

Planning and Building Department 

City of Oakland 

  

From: Ana Blomeier [mailto:ana@studiokda.com]  
Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 5:29 PM 
To: Wong, Jing 
Cc: Buddy Williams 
Subject: 570 21st Street - SheetA053 

  

Jing, 

  

As a follow-up to our conversation/meeting, please find attached Sheet A053 for your review and approval 
regarding the vapor barrier mitigation for the elevator shafts.  
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tions. If you can get backk to us as sooon as possibble, we'd apppreciate it. 



From: Mike [mailto:mike@ralphrayconstruction.com]  
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2016 1:16 PM 
To: Joe Stamates <Joe@jsbuilders.com> 
Cc: estimating@ralphrayconstruction.com; dennis@ralphrayconstruction.com 
Subject: RE: JS Builders ‐ 570 21st Street ‐ Vapor Barrier SF price 
 
Good Afternoon Joe, 
 
I have put together a more complete submittal for this project that includes some additional 
information for VOC mitigation. Please take note of the addition of the letter from Tremco with 
regards to the types of VOC that have been tested on the membrane.  
Currently we are working on several VOC projects where this product is approved and is being 
installed. Here are  two that we are currently on.  
 
1. 5119 District Blvd, Vernon Ca 90058.  Project Name : District Industrial Center. DTSC was 
involved.  
2. Marriott Residence Inn San Carlos. Project address: 595 Industrial Rd, San Carlos Ca 94070. 
 
Best Regards,  
 

Michael Aldrich 

Project Manager 

 

RalphRay Construction  

5384 Maricopa Drive 

Simi Valley Ca. 93063 

www.RalphRayConstruction.com 

 p. 805.624.7717 

f.  805.527.7090 

e. Mike@RalphRayConstruction.com 
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CLASS 2 PERMEABLE GRAVEL (4")

SUBGRADE

44 DRY MILS VAPORLOCK-M

LAGGING AS REQ.

2 LAYERS OF
BENTONITE WP

CONCRETE SLAB

CONCRETE WALL

CLASS 2 PERMEABLE GRAVEL (4")

SUBGRADE

44 DRY MILS VAPORLOCK-M

"FLAT" VENT PIPE

2 LAYERS OF BENTONITE WP

CONCRETE SLAB

NOTE: USE LOW PROFILE PERFORATED PIPE
(TREMCO DRAIN-STAR FLAT VENT, OR EQUIV.: 12"
WIDE X 1" THICK). PIPE SHALL BE WRAPPED IN
GEOTEXTILE AND SURROUNDED BY GRAVEL OF 4"
MIN. THICKNESS. (SEE DETAIL 6/A053)

CONCRETE SLAB

VAPORLOCK-M VOC BARRIER

SINGLE LAYER OF BENTONITE WP

CONC. WALL

LAGGING AS REQ.

CLASS 2 PERMEABLE GRAVEL (4")

TYPCAL VAPOR BARRIER (STEGOWRAP 15 MIL)
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570 21ST STREET
570 21ST STREET

OAKLAND, CA

THE DRAWING IS AN INSTRUMENT OF
SERVICE, AND AS SUCH, REMAINS THE
PROPERTY OF STUDIO KDA, PERMISSION
FOR USE OF THE DOCUMENT IS LIMITED
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UNDERSLAB BARRIER

A053

TLP01

 1 1/2" = 1'-0"7 BOTTOM OF ELEVATOR PIT
 1 1/2" = 1'-0"4 FLAT VENT PIPE DETAIL

 1 1/2" = 1'-0"8 TOP OF ELEVATOR PIT

 1/2" = 1'-0"3 SECTION OF ELEVATOR PIT

 3" = 1'-0"6 FLAT TO ROUND PIPE CONNECTION

 3" = 1'-0"5 TYPICAL LAP DETAL

 3/8" = 1'-0"2 PLAN OF UNDERSLAB VENT

 3" = 1'-0"1 ELEVATOR LOCATIONS

GENERAL NOTES:

1. VOC BARRIER TO BE TREMCO VAPORLOCK-M
(SEE MANUFACTURERS DETAILED APPLICATION
INSTRUCTIONS.)

N
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